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Leaving the World Douglas Kennedy 2010-06-15 #1 International Bestseller “In this surging epic, a
veritable decathlon of the spirit, Kennedy incisively dramatizes the enigma of chance, petty cruelty, and
catastrophic evil, ‘unalloyed grief,’ and the tensile strength concealed beneath our obvious
vulnerability.” —Booklist (starred review) On the night of her thirteenth birthday, Jane Howard made a vow
to her warring parents: she would never get married, and she would never have children. But life, as Jane
comes to discover, is a profoundly random business. Many years and many lives later, she is a professor
in Boston, in love with a brilliant, erratic man named Theo. And then Jane becomes pregnant. Motherhood
turns out to be a great welcome surprise—but when a devastating turn of events tears her existence apart
she has no choice but to flee all she knows and leave the world. Just when she has renounced life itself,
the disappearance of a young girl pulls her back from the edge and into an obsessive search for some
sort of personal redemption. Convinced that she knows more about the case than the police do, she is
forced to make a decision—stay hidden or bring to light a shattering truth. Leaving the World is a riveting
portrait of a brilliant woman that reflects the way we live now, of the many routes we follow in the course
of a single life, and of the arbitrary nature of destiny. A critically acclaimed international bestseller, it is
also a compulsive read and one that speaks volumes about the dilemmas we face in trying to navigate
our way through all that fate throws in our path.
Crab Monsters, Teenage Cavemen, and Candy Stripe Nurses
Chris Nashawaty 2016-12-16 “Delightful . . .
an engrossing oral history . . . As an enthusiastic ode to colorful, seat-of-your-pants filmmaking, this
one’s hard to beat.” —Booklist (starred review) “Fantastic—a treasure.” —Stephen King Crab Monsters,
Teenage Cavemen, and Candy Stripe Nurses is an outrageously rollicking account of the life and career
of Roger Corman—one of the most prolific and successful independent producers, directors, and writers
of all time, and self-proclaimed king of the B movie. As told by Corman himself and graduates of “The
Corman Film School,” including Peter Bogdanovich, James Cameron, Francis Ford Coppola, Robert De
Niro, and Martin Scorsese, this comprehensive oral history takes readers behind the scenes of more than
six decades of American cinema, as now-legendary directors and actors candidly unspool recollections
of working with Corman, continually one-upping one another with tales of the years before their big
breaks. Crab Monsters is supplemented with dozens of full-color reproductions of classic Corman movie
posters; behind-the-scenes photographs and ephemera (many taken from Corman’s personal archive);
and critical essays on Corman’s most daring films—including The Intruder, Little Shop of Horrors, and
The Big Doll House—that make the case for Corman as an artist like no other. “This new coffee table book,
brimming with outrageous stills from many of Corman’s hundreds of films, looks at the wild career of the
starmaker who was largely responsible for so much of the Hollywood we know today.” —New York Post
“Vividly illustrated.” —People “It includes in-depth aesthetic appreciations of ten of Corman’s movies,
which, taken together, make a compelling case for Corman as an artist.” —Hollywood.com “Outrageously
entertaining.” —Parade “Endlessly fascinating.” —PopMatters
And the Rat Laughed
Nava Semel 2009-05-11 On the last day of 1999, a survivor grandmother in Tel Aviv
shares with her granddaughter her tragic life story as a child hidden in a pit, with only a rat for company.
The granddaughter tells the legend of ''Girl and Rat'' to her teacher; in 2009 those who heard it through
her classmates establish an internet website with poems. From now on this memory is spread all over the
world and becomes a myth. A future anthropologist, researching its mysterious roots in 2099, discovers

Father Stanislaw's personal journal documenting his rescue of that little Jewish girl, and so the chain of
remembearers moves from the present to the future and back to the past.
V2 Robert Harris 2020-11-17 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From the bestselling author of Fatherland
and Munich comes a WWII thriller about a German rocket engineer, a former actress turned British spy,
and the Nazi rocket program. The first rocket will take five minutes to hit London. You have six minutes to
stop the second. Rudi Graf is an engineer who always dreamed of sending rockets to the moon. But
instead, he finds himself working alongside Wernher von Braun, launching V2 rockets at London for the
Nazis from a bleak seaside town in occupied Holland. As the SS increases its scrutiny on the project,
Graf, an engineer more than a soldier, has to muster all of his willpower to toe the party line. And when
rumors of a defector circulate through the German ranks, Graf becomes a prime suspect. Meanwhile, Kay
Caton-Walsh, a young English intelligence officer, is living through the turmoil of war. After she and her
lover, an RAF officer, are caught in a V2 attack, she volunteers to ship out for newly liberated Belgium.
Armed with little more than a slide rule and a few equations, Kay and her colleagues hope to locate and
destroy the launch sites. But at this stage in the war it’s hard to know who, if anyone, she can trust. As
the death toll soars, these twin stories play out against the background of the German missile campaign
during the Second World War. And what the reader comes to understand is that Kay’s and Graf’s
destinies are on a collision course.
An Officer and a Spy
Robert Harris 2014 A tale inspired by the infamous Dreyfus Affair finds recently
promoted head of Paris's late-19th-century counterespionage agency Georges Picquart leading the effort
to convict Dreyfus only to succumb to gradual doubts that a high-level spy remains at large in the
military. By the best-selling author of The Fear Index.
An Officer and a Spy
Robert Harris 2013-09-26 IN THE HUNT FOR A SPY, HE EXPOSED A CONSPIRACY
'Seriously riveting . . . a testament to Robert Harris's storytelling power' The Times 'Taut and exciting'
Guardian Paris, 1895: an army officer, Georges Picquart, watches a convicted spy, Alfred Dreyfus, being
publicly humiliated in front of a baying crowd. Dreyfus is exiled for life to Devil's Island; Picquart is
promoted to run the intelligence until that tracked him down. But when Picquart discovers that secrets
are still being handed over to the Germans, he is forced to confront the dangerous truth that Dreyfus may
be innocent. Soon Picquart is being drawn into a labyrinth of deceit and corruption that threatens not just
his honour but his life . . . 'Menace and suspense twist tight in a narrative of tremendous tension' Sunday
Times
An Officer and a Spy
Robert Harris 2014-01-28 NATIONAL BESTSELLER A whistle-blower. A witch hunt.
A cover-up. Secret tribunals, out-of-control intelligence agencies, and government corruption. Welcome
to 1890s Paris. Alfred Dreyfus has been convicted of treason, sentenced to life imprisonment on a far-off
island, and publicly stripped of his rank. Among the witnesses to his humiliation is Georges Picquart, an
ambitious military officer who believes in Dreyfus's guilt as staunchly as any member of the public. But
when he is promoted to head of the French counter-espionage agency, Picquart finds evidence that a spy
still remains at large in the military—indicating that Dreyfus is innocent. As evidence of the most malignant
deceit mounts and spirals inexorably toward the uppermost levels of government, Picquart is compelled
to question not only the case against Dreyfus but also his most deeply held beliefs about his country, and
about himself. Winner of the Walter Scott Prize for historical fiction Winner of the American Library in
Paris Book Award
An Officer and a Spy: A Novel By Robert Harris | Conversation Starters
dailyBooks 2016-09-13 An Officer
and a Spy: A Novel by Robert Harris | Conversation Starters A Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK
CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface of its pages. The characters and its world come
alive, and even after the last page of the book is closed, the story still lives on, inciting questions and
curiosity. Conversation Starters is peppered with questions designed to bring us beneath the surface of
the page and invite us into this world that continues to lives on. These questions can be used to… Create
Hours of Conversation: • Foster a deeper understanding of the book • Promote an atmosphere of
discussion for groups • Assist in the study of the book, either individually or corporately • Explore
unseen realms of the book as never seen before Disclaimer: This book you are about to enjoy is an
independent resource to supplement the original book, enhancing your experience of An Officer and a
Spy. If you have not yet purchased a copy of the original book, please do before purchasing this
unofficialConversation Starters.
An officer and a spy, Robert Harris
Robert Harris 2015
Private Rogue James Patterson 2021-07-08 We will take on any case, solve any crime, uncover any

secret. We are Private. And we're the best. __________________________ In Afghanistan, a US Special
Forces pilot is shot down during a covert mission. In New York, a mother is forced to flee with her two
young children. A wealthy businessman approaches Jack Morgan, head of Private - the world's largest
investigation agency - with a desperate plea to track down his daughter and grandchildren, who have
disappeared without a trace. What at first seems to be a simple missing persons case soon escalates into
something much more deadly, when Jack discovers the daughter is being pursued by highly trained
operatives. As Jack uncovers more of the woman's backstory, the trail leads towards Afghanistan - where
Jack's career as a US Marine ended in catastrophe . . . Jack will need to face the trauma of his past to
save a family's future. __________________________ Fans love Private Rogue: 'Yet again James
Patterson gives us a fast-paced, easy to read thriller' 'You think you know where it is going when all of a
sudden it is flipped on its head' 'A fast-paced thriller that does not fail to please with its twists and turns.'
'James Patterson never fails to hook me in and this was another of his books that I stayed up way too late
to finish... no regrets.' 'It is non stop action and I couldn't read it fast enough.' 'Packed with oodles of
suspense and tension ... It is a gripping read' 'What a great book, couldn't put it down once I started it' 'It's
fast paced, authentic and grabbed me from the first page. As with all of this series, it offers great
characterisations, excellent research and a thoroughly gripping read. Roll on the next one.' 'High action,
tense and with such urgency inherent in the text that if I had any belief I was in for an early night, that was
also gone.' 'The chapters are short and pacy, each one leaving readers with a kind of cliffhanger that
makes it virtually impossible to ignore the 'one more chapter' call.' 'I love the action sequences, the pace,
the energy and, more than anything, the characters.' 'Fast-paced, edge of the seat action, emotionally
driven story laced with a very generous helping of corruption and espionage. The kind of brilliant
storytelling that makes me power to the last page.' __________________________ PRAISE FOR THE
PRIVATE THRILLERS 'An unmissable, breakneck ride' James Swallow 'Great action sequences . . .
breathtaking twists and turns' Anthony Horowitz 'Exhilarating, high-stakes action' Lesley Kara
The Cicero Trilogy Robert Harris 2016-10-06 This epic trilogy by Robert Harris includes his bestselling
novels: Imperium, Lustrum and Dictator Imperium - Compellingly written in Tiro's voice, Imperium takes
us inside the violent, treacherous world of Roman politics, to describe how one man - clever,
compassionate, devious, vulnerable - fought to reach the top. Lustrum - From the discovery of a child's
mutilated body, through judicial execution and a scandalous trial, to the brutal unleashing of the Roman
mob, Lustrum is a study in the timeless enticements and horrors of power. Dictator - Riveting and
tumultuous, Dictator encompasses some of the most epic events in human history yet is also an intimate
portrait of a brilliant, flawed, frequently fearful yet ultimately brave man – a hero for his time and for ours.
This is an unforgettable collection from a master storyteller.
The Second Sleep
Robert Harris 2021-05-25 All civilizations consider themselves invulnerable; history
warns us that none is. From the international bestselling author of Fatherland and Munich, a gripping
mystery and a fascinating cautionary tale. 1468. A young priest, Christopher Fairfax, arrives in a remote
English village to conduct the funeral of his predecessor. The land around is strewn with ancient
artefacts--coins, fragments of glass, human bones--which the old parson used to collect. Did his
obsession with the past lead to his death? As Fairfax is drawn more deeply into the isolated community,
everything he believes--about himself, his faith and the history of his world--is tested to destruction.
Dreyfus Ruth Harris 2010-06-22 The definitive history of the infamous scandal that shook a nation and
stunned the world In 1894, Alfred Dreyfus, a Jewish officer in the French army, was wrongfully convicted
of being a spy for Germany and imprisoned on Devil's Island. Over the following years, attempts to
correct this injustice tore France apart, inflicting wounds on the society which have never fully healed.
But how did a fairly obscure miscarriage of justice come to break up families in bitterness, set off antiSemitic riots across the French empire, and nearly trigger a coup d'état? How did a violently reactionary,
obscurantist attitude become so powerful in a country that saw itself as the home of enlightenment? Why
did the battle over a junior army officer occupy the foremost writers and philosophers of the age, from
Émile Zola to Marcel Proust, Émile Durkheim, and many others? What drove the anti-Dreyfusards to
persist in their efforts even after it became clear that much of the prosecution's evidence was faked?
Drawing upon thousands of previously unread and unconsidered sources, prizewinning historian Ruth
Harris goes beyond the conventional narrative of truth loving democrats uniting against proto-fascists.
Instead, she offers the first in-depth history of both sides in the Affair, showing how complex interlocking
influences—tensions within the military, the clashing demands of justice and nationalism, and a tangled
web of friendships and family connections—shaped both the coalition working to free Dreyfus and the

formidable alliances seeking to protect the reputation of the army that had convicted him. Sweeping and
engaging, Dreyfus offers a new understanding of one of the most contested and significant moments in
modern history.
Mrs Caliban (Faber Editions)
Rachel Ingalls 2021-08-03 The amphibious cult classic: a magical tale of a
suburban housewife's affair with a frogman ... 'Disturbing but seductive ... Wonderful.' Margaret Atwood
'Perfect.' Max Porter 'Still outpaces, out-weirds, and out-romances anything today.' Marlon James 'A
feminist masterpiece: tender, erotic, singular.' Carmen Maria Machado ''Genius ... A broadcast from a
stranger and more dazzling dimension.' Patricia Lockwood 'Genius ... Like Revolutionary Road written by
Franz Kafka ... Exquisite.' The Times 'Incredibly liberates readers from the awfulness of convention to a
state where weirdness and otherness are beautiful.' Sarah Hall 'A devastating fable of mythic proportions
... Wondrously peculiar.' Irenosen Okojie (foreword) Dorothy is a grieving housewife in the Californian
suburbs; her husband is unfaithful, but they are too unhappy to get a divorce. One day, she is doing
chores when she hears strange voices on the radio announcing that a green-skinned sea monster has
escaped from the Institute for Oceanographic Research - but little does she expect him to arrive in her
kitchen. Muscular, vegetarian, sexually magnetic, Larry the frogman is a revelation - and their passionate
affair takes them on a journey beyond their wildest dreams ... Rachel Ingalls's Mrs Caliban is a bittersweet
fable, a subversive fairy tale, as magical today as it was four decades ago 'A miracle . A perfect novel.'
New Yorker 'Every one of its 125 pages is perfect ... Clear a Saturday, please, and read it in a single
sitting.' Harper's What Readers Are Saying: 'Maybe the most gorgeous, lyrical book ever written'***** 'A
fantastic wee novel, strange and brilliant, and absolutely the inspiration for The Shape of Water.'*****
'Wonderful, sharp minimal prose offers big truths. Superb - brilliant, in fact.'***** 'Absolutely incredible.
It's weird, funny, and heartbreaking, like a Richard Yates novel except with lizardman sex.'***** 'One of the
best tongue-in-cheek social satires that I've ever read. It delves into gender politics. It takes a long, hard
look at mental health. It addresses female sexual freedom and agency. It asks the reader to examine what
it means to be human ... Genius.'***** 'Really brilliant: a deconstruction of suburbia by way of monster
movies that examines sad realities with hilarious verve ... Sometimes you need a sexy frog person to
break you out of the ties that bind. '***** 'Hooked me so deeply I picked it up and finished it the same night
... Beautiful ... Will stay with me.'***** 'What the hell just happened?'*****
The Dreyfus Affair Piers Paul Read 2012-02-02 A compelling, new and highly accessible account of one
of the most high-profile and influential miscarriages of justice in French history: The Dreyfus Affair
Pompeii Robert Harris 2003-12-16 BESTSELLER - "Terrific... gripping... A literally shattering climax." -The New York Times Book Review All along the Mediterranean coast, the Roman empire’s richest citizens
are relaxing in their luxurious villas, enjoying the last days of summer. The world’s largest navy lies
peacefully at anchor in Misenum. The tourists are spending their money in the seaside resorts of Baiae,
Herculaneum, and Pompeii. But the carefree lifestyle and gorgeous weather belie an impending
cataclysm, and only one man is worried. The young engineer Marcus Attilius Primus has just taken
charge of the Aqua Augusta, the enormous aqueduct that brings fresh water to a quarter of a million
people in nine towns around the Bay of Naples. His predecessor has disappeared. Springs are failing for
the first time in generations. And now there is a crisis on the Augusta’ s sixty-mile main line—somewhere
to the north of Pompeii, on the slopes of Mount Vesuvius. Attilius—decent, practical, and
incorruptible—promises Pliny, the famous scholar who commands the navy, that he can repair the
aqueduct before the reservoir runs dry. His plan is to travel to Pompeii and put together an expedition,
then head out to the place where he believes the fault lies. But Pompeii proves to be a corrupt and violent
town, and Attilius soon discovers that there are powerful forces at work—both natural and manmade—threatening to destroy him. With his trademark elegance and intelligence, Robert Harris, bestselling
author of Archangel and Fatherland, re-creates a world on the brink of disaster.
The Plagiarist in the Kitchen
Jonathan Meades 2017-04-06 ‘I adore Meades’s book . . . I want more of his
rule-breaking irreverence in my kitchen’ New York Times ‘The Plagiarist in the Kitchen is hilariously
grumpy, muttering at us “Don’t you bastards know anything?” You can read it purely for literary
pleasure, but Jonathan Meades makes everything sound so delicious that the non-cook will be moved to
cook and the bad cook will cook better’ David Hare, Guardian The Plagiarist in the Kitchen is an anticookbook. Best known as a provocative novelist, journalist and film-maker, Jonathan Meades has also
been called ‘the best amateur chef in the world’ by Marco Pierre White. His contention here is that
anyone who claims to have invented a dish is delusional, dishonestly contributing to the myth of culinary
originality. Meades delivers a polemical but highly usable collection of 125 of his favourite recipes, each

one an example of the fine art of culinary plagiarism. These are dishes and methods he has hijacked,
adapted, improved upon and made his own. Without assuming any special knowledge or skill, the book is
full of excellent advice. He tells us why the British never got the hang of garlic. That a purist would never
dream of putting cheese in a Gratin Dauphinois. That cooking brains in brown butter cannot be improved
upon. And why – despite the advice of Martin Scorsese’s mother – he insists on frying his meatballs.
Adorned with his own abstract monochrome images (none of which ‘illustrate’ the stolen recipes they
accompany), The Plagiarist in the Kitchen is a stylish object, both useful and instructive. In a world
dominated by health fads, food vloggers and over-priced kitchen gadgets, it is timely reminder that, when
it comes to food, it’s almost always better to borrow than to invent.
The Fear Index Robert Harris 2011-09-29 'Harris is a master of pace and entertainment' Observer 'Could
scarcely be more of the moment' The Times Nothing spreads like fear . . . In the secretive inner circle of
the ultra-rich, Alex Hoffmann is a legend. He has developed an algorithm for playing the financial markets
that generates billions of pounds - and feeds on panic. When one day his system is threatened by a
terrifying intruder who breaches the elaborate security of his lakeside home, his life becomes a waking
nightmare of violence and paranoia. But who is trying to destroy him? And is it already too late? 'There
are moments when this book feels so up to date it could have been written next week . . . spookily
exciting' Express
Before We Met Lucie Whitehouse 2014-01 The most gripping marriage thriller since Gone Girl..
All the Little Hopes Leah Weiss 2021-07-27 A Southern story of friendship forged by books and bees,
when the timeless troubles of growing up meet the murky shadows of World War II. Deep in the tobacco
land of North Carolina, nothing's been the same since the boys shipped off to war and worry took their
place. Thirteen-year-old Lucy Brown is precocious and itching for adventure. Then Allie Bert Tucker
wanders into town, an outcast with a puzzling past, and Lucy figures the two of them can solve any
curious crime they find—just like her hero, Nancy Drew. Their chance comes when a man goes missing, a
woman stops speaking, and an eccentric gives the girls a mystery to solve that takes them beyond the
ordinary. Their quiet town, seasoned with honeybees and sweet tea, becomes home to a Nazi prisoner-ofwar camp. More men go missing. And together, the girls embark on a journey to discover if we ever really
know who the enemy is. Lush with Southern atmosphere, All The Little Hopes is the story of two girls
growing up as war creeps closer, blurring the difference between what's right, what's wrong, and what we
know to be true.
Conclave Robert Harris 2016-09-22 THE POWER OF GOD. THE AMBITION OF MEN. THE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER The Pope is dead. Behind the locked doors of the Sistine Chapel, one hundred and
eighteen cardinals from all over the globe will cast their votes in the world's most secretive election. They
are holy men. But they have ambition. And they have rivals. Over the next seventy-two hours one of them
will become the most powerful spiritual figure on earth. 'Unputdownable' Guardian 'Gripping' Sunday
Times
Enigma Robert Harris 2009 Dans le secret de Bletchley Park, où des centaines de mathématiciens anglais
cherchent à paralyser le système nerveux du IIIe Reich, Tom Jéricho, le plus doué d'entre eux, est
parvenu à décrypter "Enigma", le codé des U-Boote allemands. Pour lui, mission accomplie, la guerre est
terminée. Un tout autre combat l'attend maintenant retrouver Claire Romilly, la femme de sa vie,
inexplicablement disparue au milieu d'un nid d'espions. Mais, en ce printemps 1943, le code d'"Enigma"
change soudain de fréquence et de chiffre. Privés d'informations, les convois maritimes alliés se dirigent
tout droit vers les sous-marins de l'amiral Dönitz.
Lustrum Robert Harris 2010-09-07 Rome, 63 BC. In a city on the brink of acquiring a vast empire, seven
men are struggling for power. Cicero is consul, Caesar his ruthless young rival, Pompey the republic's
greatest general, Crassus its richest man, Cato a political fanatic, Catilina a psychopath, Clodius an
ambitious playboy. The stories of these real historical figures - their alliances and betrayals, their
cruelties and seductions, their brilliance and their crimes - are all interleaved to form this epic novel. Its
narrator is Tiro, a slave who serves as confidential secretary to the wily, humane, complex Cicero. He
knows all his master's secrets - a dangerous position to be in. From the discovery of a child's mutilated
body, through judicial execution and a scandalous trial, to the brutal unleashing of the Roman mob,
Lustrum is a study in the timeless enticements and horrors of power.
A Higher Form of Killing Robert Harris 2007-12-18 A Higher Form of Killing opens with the first
devastating battlefield use of lethal gas in World War I, and then investigates the stockpiling of biological
weapons during World War II and in the decades afterward as well as the inhuman experiments con-

ducted to test their effectiveness. This updated edition includes a new Introduction and a new final
chapter exposing frightening developments in recent years, including the black market that emerged in
chemical and biological weapons following the breakup of the Soviet Union, the acquisition of these
weapons by various Third World states, the attempts of countries such as Iraq to build up arsenals,
and--particularly and most recently--the use of these weapons in terrorist attacks.
Why the Dreyfus Affair Matters
Louis Begley 2009-01-01 In December 1894, Captain Alfred Dreyfus, a
brilliant French artillery officer and a Jew of Alsatian descent, was court-martialed for selling secrets to
the German military attache in Paris based on perjured testimony and trumped-up evidence. The sentence
was military degradation and life imprisonment on Devil's Island, a hellhole off the coast of French
Guiana. Five years later, the case was overturned, and eventually Dreyfus was completely exonerated.
Meanwhile, the Dreyfus Affair tore France apart, pitting Dreyfusards--committed to restoring freedom and
honor to an innocent man convicted of a crime committed by another--against nationalists, anti-Semites,
and militarists who preferred having an innocent man rot to exposing the crimes committed by ministers
of war and the army's top brass in order to secure Dreyfus's conviction. Was the Dreyfus Affair merely
another instance of the rise in France of a virulent form of anti-Semitism? In Why the Dreyfus Affair
Matters, the acclaimed novelist draws upon his legal expertise to create a riveting account of the
famously complex case, and to remind us of the interest each one of us has in the faithful execution of
laws as the safeguard of our liberties and honor.
Selling Hitler Robert Harris 2010-09-14 His classic account of The Hitler Diaries. Spring 1983: it seemed
that one of the most startling discoveries of the century had been made, and that one of the world's most
sought after documents had finally come to light - the private diaries of Adolf Hitler.What followed was a
fiasco of fakery, greed, the duping of experts, and the exchange of extraordinary sums of money for worldwide publishing rights. But that was just the beginning of the story. . .
Imperium Robert Harris 2010-09-07 'Masterful' Sunday Times 'Gripping and accomplished' Guardian
'Truly gifted, razor-sharp' Daily Telegraph Ancient Rome teems with ambitious and ruthless men. None is
more brilliant than Marcus Cicero. A rising young lawyer, backed by a shrewd wife, he decides to gamble
everything on one of the most dramatic courtroom battles of all time. Win it, and he could win control of
Rome itself. Lose it, and he is finished forever. Imperium is an epic account of the timeless struggle for
power and the sudden disintegration of a society. 'In Harris' hands, the great game becomes a beautiful
one' The Times 'A further step forward by this brilliant man who excels in everything he writers' Sunday
Telegraph
Dictator Robert Harris 2015-10-08 'Confirms Harris's undisputed place as our leading master of both the
historical and contemporary thriller' Daily Mail LAWS ARE SILENT IN TIMES OF WAR. There was a time
when Cicero held Caesar's life in the palm of his hand. But now Caesar is the dominant figure and
Cicero's life is in ruins. Cicero's comeback requires wit, skill and courage. And for a brief and glorious
period, the legendary orator is once more the supreme senator in Rome. But politics is never static. And
no statesman, however cunning, can safeguard against the ambition and corruption of others. 'The finest
fictional treatment of Ancient Rome in the English language' - The Scotsman
Imperium Robert Harris 2006-09-19 From the bestselling author of Fatherland and Pompeii, comes the
first novel of a trilogy about the struggle for power in ancient Rome. In his “most accomplished work to
date” (Los Angeles Times), master of historical fiction Robert Harris lures readers back in time to the
compelling life of Roman Senator Marcus Cicero. The re-creation of a vanished biography written by his
household slave and righthand man, Tiro, Imperium follows Cicero’s extraordinary struggle to attain
supreme power in Rome. On a cold November morning, Tiro opens the door to find a terrified, bedraggled
stranger begging for help. Once a Sicilian aristocrat, the man was robbed by the corrupt Roman governor,
Verres, who is now trying to convict him under false pretenses and sentence him to a violent death. The
man claims that only the great senator Marcus Cicero, one of Rome’s most ambitious lawyers and
spellbinding orators, can bring him justice in a crooked society manipulated by the villainous governor.
But for Cicero, it is a chance to prove himself worthy of absolute power. What follows is one of the most
gripping courtroom dramas in history, and the beginning of a quest for political glory by a man who
fought his way to the top using only his voice—defeating the most daunting figures in Roman history.
Conclave Robert Harris 2016-11-01 The Pope is dead. Behind the locked doors of the Sistine Chapel, one
hundred and twenty Cardinals from all over the globe will cast their votes in the world’s most secretive
election. They are holy men. But they have ambition. And they have rivals. Over the next seventy-two
hours one of them will become the most powerful spiritual figure on earth.

Archangel Robert Harris 2010-09-21 'With Archangel, Robert Harris confirms his position as Britain's preeminent literary thriller writer' The Times 'He has a talent for heart-poundingly tense story-telling, and an
ability to conjure up atmospheres almost palpable with menace' Sunday Times Deadly secrets lurk
beneath the Russian ice. Historian Fluke Kelso is in Moscow, attending a conference on recently
unclassified Soviet papers, when an old veteran of the Soviet secret police visits his hotel room in the
dead of night. He tells Kelso about a secret notebook belonging to Josef Stalin, stolen on the night of his
death. Though Kelso expects little, he agrees to investigate. But in the new Russia, swirling with dark
money and falling into the grip of anonymous oligarchs, a man seeking the truth is a dangerous quantity.
Eyes are turning his way. Kelso must survive the violent political intrigue and decadence of Moscow
before he can venture to the icy north. There, in the vast forests surrounding the White Sea port of
Archangel, Kelso's quest soon becomes a terrifying encounter with Russia's unburied past - and Stalin's
last secret.
Of Fire and Lions Mesu Andrews 2019-03-05 The Old Testament book of Daniel comes to life in this novel
for readers of Lynn Austin's Chronicles of the Kings series or Francine Rivers' Mark of the Lion series.
FINALIST FOR THE CHRISTY AWARD® Survival. A Hebrew girl first tasted it when she escaped death
nearly seventy years ago as the Babylonians ransacked Jerusalem and took their finest as captives. She
thought she'd perfected in the many years amongst the Magoi and the idol worshippers, pretending with
all the others in King Nebuchadnezzar's court. Now, as Daniel's wife and a septuagenarian matriarch,
Belili thinks she's safe and she can live out her days in Babylon without fear--until the night Daniel is
escorted to Belshazzar's palace to interpret mysterious handwriting on a wall. The Persian Army invades,
and Bellili's tightly-wound secrets unfurl with the arrival of the conquering army. What will the reign of
Darius mean for Daniel, a man who prays to Yahweh alone? Ultimately, Yahweh's sovereign hand guides
Jerusalem's captives, and the frightened Hebrew girl is transformed into a confident woman, who realizes
her need of the God who conquers both fire and lions.
The Ghost Robert Harris 2008-08-19 Retired British prime minister Adam Lang sets out to write a tell-all
memoir of his life and political career, an effort for which he hires a ghostwriter who uncovers dangerous
secrets about the former leader's term.
Good and Faithful Servant
Robert Harris 1990
Summary of an Officer and a Spy by Robert Harris: Conversation Starters
Bookhabits 2018-01-30 An
Officer and a Spy by Robert Harris: Conversation Starters A Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK
CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface of its pages. The characters and their world come
alive, and the characters and its world still live on. Conversation Starters is peppered with questions
designed to bring us beneath the surface of the page and invite us into the world that lives on. These
questions can be used to... Create Hours of Conversation: - Promote an atmosphere of discussion for
groups - Foster a deeper understanding of the book - Assist in the study of the book, either individually or
corporately - Explore unseen realms of the book as never seen before Disclaimer: This book you are
about to enjoy is an independent resource meant to supplement the original book. If you have not yet
read the original book, we encourage you to before purchasing this unofficial Conversation Starters.
An Officer and a Spy
Robert Harris 2014 De commandant van de Franse geheime dienst, Georges
Picquart, vertelt hoe hij na de veroordeling wegens spionage van de joodse officier Alfred Dreyfus in 1895
ontdekt dat de echte spion iemand anders moet zijn geweest en dat Dreyfus dus ten onrechte een
levenslange gevangenisstraf uitzit.
Conversations on an Officer and a Spy: a Novel by Robert Harris
Daily Books 2016-12-17 An Officer and a
Spy: A Novel by Robert Harris A Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A WORLD FAR
DEEPERthan the surface of its pages. The characters and its world come alive, and even after the last
page of the book is closed,the story still lives on, inciting questions and curiosity.Conversation Starters
is peppered with questions designed tobring us beneath the surface of the pageand invite us into this
world that continues to lives on. These questions can be used to... Create Hours of Conversation: * Foster
a deeper understanding of the book* Promote an atmosphere of discussion for groups* Assist in the
study of the book, either individually or corporately* Explore unseen realms of the book as never seen
beforeDisclaimer: This book you are about to enjoy is an independent resource to supplement the
original book, enhancing your experience of An Officer and a Spy. If you have not yet purchased a copy
of the original book, please do before purchasing this unofficial Conversation Starters.Read it on your PC,
Mac, iOS or Android smartphone, tablet and Kindle devices.
Archangel Robert Harris 1998-01-01 Present day Russia is the setting for this new thriller by the author of

Fatherland.
Munich Robert Harris 2018-01-16 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the bestselling author of V2
and Fatherland—a WWII-era spy thriller set against the backdrop of the fateful Munich Conference of
September 1938. Now a Netflix film starring Jeremy Irons. With this electrifying novel about treason and
conscience, loyalty and betrayal, "Harris has brought history to life with exceptional skill" (The
Washington Post). Hugh Legat is a rising star of the British diplomatic service, serving at 10 Downing
Street as a private secretary to the Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain. Paul von Hartmann is on the staff
of the German Foreign Office--and secretly a member of the anti-Hitler resistance. The two men were
friends at Oxford in the 1920s, but have not been in contact since. Now, when Hugh flies with
Chamberlain from London to Munich, and Hartmann travels on Hitler's train overnight from Berlin, their
paths are set on a disastrous collision course. And once again, Robert Harris gives us actual events of
historical importance--here are Hitler, Chamberlain, Mussolini, Daladier--at the heart of an electrifying,
unputdownable novel.
Fatherland Robert Harris 1993 Twenty years after Germany's victory in World War II, while the entire
country prepares for the U.S. president's visit, Berlin Detective Xavier March attempts to solve the murder
of a high-ranking Nazi commander. Reprint.
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